
1. DRAW, DRAW, DRAW. If drawing is a way of thinking, draw enough to start getting the 
thoughts out. The more you draw, the more you'll understand what interests you and what doesn't. 
Draw to sharpen the tools you communicate with, and to reveal what it is that you want to communicate.  

2. DRAW WHAT YOU KNOW. Try looking at your roots; where you come from, what you 
grew up around (images, colors, smells, music, landscapes, etc). Build an inner map of what you gravitate 
towards and why; the elements that inform your unique visual language.

3. DIALOGUE with your work. Talk with your ideas, scenes, characters, ac� ons. See what they 
tell you and what is authen� c; what is able to make a claim for itself; what might have nothing to say 
when you try to hear it out.
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What are we looking for in illustrators & stories?
Connec� on. Connec� on of the illustrator with the subject, or with a way of storytelling. 

A character that is infused with personali� , a landscape that is alive. Authen� c connec� on, 
and ar� sts that are submerged in their connec� on to the work so deeply that they transmit it 

to others. Connec� on is built by the points above. 

Enchanted Lion’s 10 Tips
How to Create a Personal S� le:Art Directors Panel

4. OVERPRODUCE. Just keep producing, because if you follow only three ideas, the likelihood is that none will be truly worth it. But if you produce fifty 
ideas, then three might be downright excellent. Towards this end, let the noncritical, revelatory process take over to generate ideas. 

5. DARE to be stupid, meaning: try to dispense with the internal judge/censor. i.e. let the editor function go down.

6. THE READER INSIDE of yourself is who you should tell stories for; not the marketplace. What does the reader inside you dream and wonder about, 
in a way that moves into questions and unchartered territory?

7. CONSIDER THE BOOK as a container, as a space for something to live; as � me, with the page turns movement through � me. Think about how a 
world might come to life and live within the space of the book, and what real physical, material shape might be right to carry your story.

8. PLAY WITH MATERIALS, to gain an understanding of what tools feel most in tune with how you want to express something. A ballpoint pen 
says things very di� erently � om a chalk pastel. Each medium expresses things di� erently; which ones feel like they say what you are trying to say?

9. EXPLORE –– read, research the world of art & beyond, build the mental library of images and ideas that nurtures your crea� vi� . Keep learning 
about the history of your � eld and being in dialogue with it through your own individual voice. 

10. SPEND TIME thinking about narra� ve and how the dual narra� ve of words and images that is unique to the picture book operates 
within the books you most love. What sort of space should exist be� een the words and the images, what does this space accomplish? 
Narra� ve is � me in mo� on. Think about � me when making a picture book.  

Claudia Bedrick



case study: illustrator Violeta Lópiz & 
The True Story of a Mouse who Never Asked for It

(enchantedlion.com/unruly for more!)
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#Inktober
#Mermay
#DrawThisInYourStyle 
#Folktale Week
#SixFanarts
#WTFShouldILetter
#36Days of Type
#GoodTypeTuesday
#TransmundaneTuesdays by Carson Ellis

Bonus idea: Take a favorite movie or book 
and reimagine it in your style (this is often a 
prompt in Art School!)

Follow #DVPit for inspiration and other pitches

Behance! Wordpress! Squarespace! 
• Your greatest hits 
• How you define your work at a glance
• Does not need to be expansive (but can be)
• Often these images are easier for us to  

access, since they aren’t lost in the scroll

This is where you play!
• Works in progress
• Experimentation
• Show your range
• A space to develop a series or narrative
• Content, content, content!

• This is how we’ll find you and make books together!
• Seeing a consistent style will help us know what to expect in a project
• We pair interests, subject matter, and style to projects regularly
• Even if your work doesn’t directly get a designer or editor’s attention, you may get the attention 

of agents (and this is who you will want for a book deal)
• Maintain both a portfolio site and social media presence if you can (tips below!)

• Give space and time for you to create, but avoid burnout (time away can give you a fresh eye)
• Foster inspiration from other artists whose work you admire
• If the project you want doesn’t exist, develop the beginnings of it
• Take part in collaborations (it keeps you accountable and widens your reach)
• Fan art counts! How will you reinvent something iconic?
• Webcomics or a series can help show interests, develop a narrative, bring a voice to your work

by Mary Claire Cruz
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